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THE EFFECTS OF EXC!IANGEGAS TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE ON THE BETA-tAYERING PROCESJ IN SOLIO
DEUTERIUM-TRITIUMFUSION FUEL

James K. HOFFER and Larry R. FOREMAN

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

John D. SIMPSONand Ted R. PATTINSON

KJ4SFusion, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA

It has recently been shown that when solid tritium is confined in an isothermal enclosure,
self-heating due to beta decay drives a net sublimation of material from thick, warmer layers
to thin, cooler ones, ultimately resulting in layer thickness uniformity. We have observed
this process of ‘beta-layering“ fn a 50-50 O-T mixtlirein both cylindrical and spherical en-
closures at te eratures from 19.6 K, down to 11.6 K.

P
The measured time constants are found to

depend on the He content as SL(jCJeSted by recent theoretical predictions. When using an
enclosure having low thetmal conductivity, the ultimate layer uniformity is found to be a
strong function of the exchange gas pressure. This is due to the presence of thermal con-
vection in the exchange gas and consequent temperature anisotropy at the solid layer surface.

1. INTRODUCTION 1“
The concept of beta-layering was first intro-

duced by M{ller(l) in 1975. Aone-dimensional
theory was formalized by flartinet al.(2) in
1985. It proposed that in a chamber artially

!filled with deuterium and tritium (DT fuel and
cooled to below the triple point, an automatic
redistributionof the solid occurs. Because of
self-heatingdue to the absorption of beta par-
ticles, thick layers of solid DT tend to have
wanner interior surfaces than do thin ones. A
net sublimation of material from thick sections
to thin ones takes place, expressed as

6(t) =60”e-t/r , (1)

where 60 is the initial anisotropy in the layer
thickness and the rate constant r n Hs/q, where
H$ is the heat of sublimation &nd q is the self-
heat+ng rate. Hoffer and Foreman(3) first ob-
served the effect in pure tritium, confirming
eq. 1. Those experiments, and subsequent ones
in a 50-50 mixture of DT(4), showed that the
equilibration rate was also a function of the
~~: :: :;: :;:;i:;~c:ue ;:c::l;c;s.h.h:;; ;:s

.
extended Martin’s formalism to account for the
diffusion of DT vapor across the i terior void
s ace in the presence of sta nant He gas. He
! ?Ya so arrives at Eq. 1, but w th r ■ Hs/q + r3,

where

(r-d).k$R’T’P3
(2)

‘3 ● d.q.D,p,(dPDT/dT) “
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In this equatioc, r is the inner radius of the
enclosure, d is the equilibrium solid layer
thickness, k is the thesmal conductivity of the
solid, R is {he gas constant, T is the t mpera-

$ture and and P3 the partial pressure of He in
the vapor space. D is the diffusivity of the
0T-3He binary gas system. PDT is the vapor

:::::;;:!f ‘T’ and p “ ‘1’ + ‘f ‘s ‘Je ‘eta’Ifwe assume t at al the He pro-
duced by tritium decay is in the vapor space,
then P3 will increase every day by

dP3/dt- 1.537.10-4”cs.R”T.fs/(1-fs), (3)

where, 3$ is the solid density, and f is the
fraction of volume occu ied by the sofid. Using

!properties forDT compi ed by Souers(6), we have
estimated r3 for both cylindrical and spherical
geometries, for various values of f$ as shown in
Table 1. The value f$ = 0.88 corresponds to the
case where an enclosure is filled with Ii u d OT
and then frozen. Note that the effects o~ ‘He
increase dramatically below-16 K.

Table 1. Time Constants for Beta-Layering

H$fq(i) (rein)

10.0 24.74
12.0 25.18
14.0 25.62
16.0 26.07
18.0 26.51
19.0 26.73
19.79 26.91

13(cyl.) r3(sph.) r3(sph.)
“t”:”ee”’”.(yi:/;:y)’’””””’”””

51306 4oao6 1:4:62
27e0 2180 992
343 273 124
73.2 50.3 26.5
22.2 17.7 8.05
13.5 lo.? 4.89
9.45 7.52 3.42
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2. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Me nude use of the previous apparatus and op-

tical technique(3,4), i.e., a copper cylinder
sealed with sapphire windows, to insure isother-
nml boundaries and o d optical access.
Imize the effects o? ~He accurmlation, t;O#’n-
mixture was purified in a Pd bed prior to each
series of experiments. This rmmved the 3He so
well that we could fill the cyllnder c~letely
with liquid OT prior to freezing. However, it
was impractical to purify the DT mixture follw-
ing beta-layering at each differe t temperature,

9and thus slight accurrulations of He gas could
not be prevented.

3. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Me initially Interpreted the results shown in

Fig. 1 as a te~erat re effect in “fresh’ DT
Y(i.e., OT having no He i~urity) and we fitted

the data with an Arrhcnius expression, However,
the Bernat nmdel outlined above suggests a
better i~terpretation, nanmly that there is
virtually no effect of temperature on the rate

9
of eta-layering in pure DT, but that the effect
of He accurrulatinq in the vapor space is so
stronglY temperature ~ependent that even
miniscule anmunts of He will dominate the rate
of beta-layering belw -14 K. Figure 1 shows
values of T calculated from Eq. 2 at times
corresponding to the be inning and the end of
each ●xperinwnt. !The c ose agreement with our
nmasurcd values shows that the nmdel ticscribes
the physics of beta-layering in isoth?nral
enclosures remrkably well.

v
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FIGuRE 1

19 tl

(K)

Equllibratlon rate con$tants in “fresh” DT tolid
at various tcmperatur?s. The horizontal bars
represent values of T predicted by Eq, 2 at the
beginning and at the cnd of ●ach ●~periment.
The data are measured at different tinws and
thus do not correlate dlreclly with temperature.
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FIGWE 2
pcndcnce of the exchange gas pressure on
timte symmtry observed following beta-
ng of solid DT in a spherical lexau shell.

4. PRESSURE EFFECTS - PROCEDURES AHO RESULTS
In the second set of experiments, th~ copper

cylinder was replaced by a hollow lexan sphere
having the same volume. Thi$ Is characteristic
of prototype inertial conf{nerrent fusion (ICF)
reactor targets. In both sets of experinmnts,
the DT conta ners were themmlly linked to the

Jcryost?! by He gas at a pressure of -600 torr.
But, with the poorly conducting lexan sph?re, a
large asymnetry in the equilibrium la{er thick-
ness, b., was observed. Suspecting tl,at this
was an effect of convection in the 4Hc exchange
gas, we conducted a $eries of experiments at
decreasing pre$sures until relatively symrmtric
layer$ mre achieved, as shown in Fig. 2. The
slight an{sctroly rermlnin below -5 torr is
probably due to the rrwtal !,,, tube and $upport
tube attached to the poles of the sphere.
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